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2 chain-boundary excitations in the Haldane phase of one-dimensionalS51 systems
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TheS5
1
2 chain-boundary excitations occurring in the Haldane phase ofS51 antiferromagnetic spin chains

are investigated. The bilinear-biquadratic Hamiltonian is used to study these excitations as a function of the
strength of the biquadratic term,b, between21<b<1. At the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki point,b5

2
1
3 , we show explicitly that these excitations are localized at the boundaries of the chain on a length scale

equal to the correlation lengthj51/ln3, and that the on-site magnetization for the first site is^S1
z&5

2
3.

Applying the density matrix renormalization group we show that the chain-boundary excitations remain local-
ized at the boundaries for21,b,1. As the two critical pointsb561 are approached the size of theS5

1
2

objects diverges and their amplitude appears to vanish.
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Many different compounds exist which are believed to
quasi-one-dimensionalS51 antiferromagnetic systems
Among these are CsNiCl3, which yielded the first experi-
mental confirmation1 of the Haldane gap,2 as well as
Ni(C2H8N2)2NO2(ClO4) ~NENP!3,4 which has been studie
extensively and Y2BaNiO5,5–7 a compound similar to the
perovskites, which has garnered considerable attention
cently due to the relative ease with which it is carrier dop
These compounds are thought to be in the so-called Hald
phase at low temperatures. This phase is characterized
disordered singlet ground state with a gap to the lowest-ly
excitations in the thermodynamic limit. In general, antiferr
magnetically coupled linearS51 systems are believed to b
in the Haldane phase if the Hamiltonian describing the in
action between the spins is sufficiently close to the stand
nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model. In particular it is kno
that if a biquadratic term linear inb is added:

H5J(
i 51

L21

@Si•Si 112b~Si•Si 11!2#, ~1!

the system remains in the Haldane phase for21,b,1. At
the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki8 ~AKLT ! point, b52 1

3 ,
this model is partly solvable and the exact ground state
responds to a valence bond solid~VBS! of adjacent dimers8

~Fig. 1! and throughout the Haldane phase the ground sta
presumably closely related to the VBS state. If eachS51
spin is viewed as twoS5 1

2 spin in the symmetric triplet stat
then the VBS state corresponds to combining each of the
S5 1

2 into a singlet with spins on the adjacent sites.
As was noted by Kennedy,9 it is only when periodic

boundary conditions are imposed that the ground state ca
considered as a nondegenerate singlet. If the chain is bro
~i.e., open boundary conditions! then the ground state is ac
tually fourfold degenerate in the thermodynamic limit. O
way to understand this fourfold degeneracy is to think of
open chain as a periodic chain with one coupling remov
At the AKLT point this corresponds to breaking one of t
dimers, resulting in two freeS5 1

2 objects and a ground stat
that is fourfold degenerate in the thermodynamic limit,
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shown in Fig. 1. Hence, it was suggested10 that suchS5 1
2 are

real and experimentally observable. For a finite open ch
the S5 1

2 excitations couple and an exponentially low-lyin
triplet, above the singlet ground state, is found in t
Haldane gap.9 In the Haldane phase theseS5 1

2 objects can
be shown to be located at the boundaries of the open c
and we shall refer to them as chain-boundary excitations

The chain-boundary excitations may seem like a curios
but it is important to realize that the Haldane systems
gapped and hence, in the presence of impurities, the l
temperature physics will be determined by the interact
between theseS5 1

2 objects. In particular, there is conside
able current interest in disorderedS51 chains11–14which in
many cases are treated in terms of interactingS5 1

2 objects.
Hence, considerable effort has been devoted to the exp
mental verification of the above considerations. Electro
spin-resonance~ESR! studies on Cu doped NENP~Refs. 10
and 15! have confirmed the existence of theseS5 1

2 chain-
boundary excitations. Subsequent studies of NENP do
with nonmagnetic impurities Zn, Cd, and Hg also show
evidence forS5 1

2 excitations.16 More recent specific hea
measurements17 on doped Y2BaNiO5 has been interpreted a
low-lying S51 excitations, but a more detailed analys
showed that an interpretation in terms ofS5 1

2 excitations
also is possible.18

In light of the above remarks it seems important to und
stand how the chain-boundary excitations occur through
the Haldane phase, a point we systematically investigat
the present paper. In order to include exact results we h
studied the bilinear-biquadratic model, Eq.~1! and we take
this model as representative of the Haldane phase. At

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the VBS state for op
boundary conditions. Large circles correspond to spin-1 sites
the smaller one to spin-1

2 states. TheS5
1
2 excitations at the bound

aries are indicated by the bold arrows.
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AKLT point the S5 1
2 excitations can be studied using th

exact results for the VBS state as we detail below, facilit
ing the analysis. Exponentially localizedS5 1

2 objects are
shown to occur at each end of an open chain. Using
density matrix renormalization group~DMRG! we show that
theseS5 1

2 chain-boundary excitations remain well defined
the Haldane phase asb is varied between21,b,1, disap-
pearing as the critical pointsb561 are approached.

We now briefly discuss the physics of the Hamiltoni
Eq. ~1!. Two critical points exist. The Uimin-Lai-Sutherlan
~ULS! point,19 described by a SU~3!k51 Wess-Zumino-
Witten ~WZW! model, atb521, where the system display
a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition with
exponentially diverging correlation length into a massle
phase20 for b,21, and the Takhtajan-Babudjian~TB!
point,21 described by a SU(2)k52 WZW model, at b51
where a second-order phase transition to a dimerized p
occurs. At the ULS point the system has gapless mode
k50,62p/3 in contrast to the Heisenberg point,b50,
where the Haldane gap occurs atk5p. Consequently, as th
ULS point is approached, a disorder point, which has b
identified with the AKLT point,22 occurs where the system
develops short-range incommensurate correlations. The a
ciated Lifshitz point, where the peak in the structure fac
moves away fromk5p, has been numerically estimated
occur at b.20.438.22,23 At the TB point gapless mode
occur atk50,p and hence, asb approaches 1 the peak in th
structure factor remains atp.

Exact results:The VBS ground-state can be written8,24,25

uCvbs&5)
i

gi , gi5S 1

&
u0& i 2u1& i

u2& i 2
1

&
u0& i

D . ~2!

Here u1& i ,u0& i ,u2& i corresponds to the three states of t
S51 on sitei. If periodic boundary conditions are consid
ered the trace should be taken whereas for open boun
conditions the matrix gives directly the four ground stat
Using the above wave function it is now straightforward
evaluate^S1

z&vbs, the magnetization on the first site of th
open chain, as a function ofL. Since in the singlet ground
state the on-site magnetization is always zero we find for
state with total magnetizationST

z51:

^S1
z&vbs~L !5

2

3
22332L

1232L
, L even ~3!

for evenL, including all finite size corrections. As is evide
from this expression this amplitude rapidly approaches 2/3
L→`. For oddL one finds for the state with total magne
zationST

z51:

^S1
z&vbs~L !5

2

3
12332L

1132L
, L odd ~4!

with the general expression for any site and anyL:
t-

e

n
s

se
at

n

so-
r
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.

e

s

^Si
z&vbs~L !5~21! i 21

2

3S 1

3D i 21

22~21!L3i 212L

12~23!2L
. ~5!

Hence, in the thermodynamic limit one obtains the followi
result for ^Si

z& in the stateST
z51:

^Si
z&vbs5

2

3S 21

3 D i 21

5~21! i 21
2

3
e2~ i 21!ln 3. ~6!

This explicitly shows that the on-site magnetization is d
creasing exponentially away from the boundary of the ch
with a length scale equal to the bulk-correlation lengthj
51/ln 3.8,25 Within the framework of a free boson model,26

an exponential decrease has been shown to occur at
Heisenberg point,27 b50, in accordance with numerica
results,28,29,27 in this case with a correlation lengthj;6.
Hence at the AKLT point theS5 1

2 chain-boundary excita-
tions are well-defined objects localized at the two ends of
chain on a length scale equal to the bulk correlation leng
Presumably this picture holds in most of the Haldane ph
as we shall verify numerically in the following.

DMRG results:Away from the AKLT point the ground
state is not known and in order to study the behavior of
chain-boundary excitations we use the density matrix ren
malization group~DMRG! method.28 We refer the reader to
Ref. 28 for a discussion of this method. The calculatio
were performed using the totalz component of the spin,ST

z ,
as a quantum number and a number of states,m, between 60
and 100 was kept. The obtained results were extrapolate
the m→`, L→` limit where needed.

The bulk of our results are summarized in Fig. 2 whe
^Si

z&, the on-site magnetization, is plotted as a function

FIG. 2. The on-site magnetization^Si
z& along the chain for dif-

ferent values of the biquadratic coupling,b. In all casesST
z51 was

used.
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site index, i, for 8 different values ofb between21<b
<1. The calculations were in all cases performed in theST

z

51 state withm5100. If the lowest-lying excitations ar
indeed determined by theS5 1

2 chain-boundary excitations
then selecting this state corresponds to polarizing the twS
5 1

2 objects, and one would expect a rather large signal at
ends of the chain. This is clearly the case for most interm
diate values ofb where well-defined excitations are visible
the boundaries. Decreasingb below the disorder point atb
52 1

3 clearly induces short-range incommensurate~IC! real-
space correlations as the period-3 ground state atb521 is
approached, as can be seen in Fig. 2 forb52 2

3,21. Increas-
ing b beyond approximatelyb;0.2 moves the maximum in
the on-site magnetization,^Si

z&, away from the chain bound
aries,i 51,L. As b approached the critical point atb51 the
on-site magnetization resembles more and more a dou
doughnut shape which presumably is characteristic of
dimerized state the system enters.

Considering the results in Fig. 2 one may ask if the cha
boundary excitations remain localized at the boundaries
the critical points are approached. In order to obtain a pa
answer to this question we have re-examined the resulb
5 2

3 considering a system of sizeL5400. Our results are
shown in Fig. 3. An exponential decay is now clearly visib
as detailed in the inset. Assuming that we can still iden
the associated length scale with the bulk correlation len
we obtain j561(4). Hence, presumably theS5 1

2 objects
remain localized at the boundaries until the critical pointb
51 is reached where the correlation length diverges.

If the S5 1
2 objects remain localized at the boundaries

the chain the first-site magnetization^S1
z& should remain fi-

nite in the thermodynamic limit. If at some point theS5 1
2

objects de-localize and spread out over the entire chain
would expect^S1

z& to go to 0 in the thermodynamic limi
with nontrivial finite-size corrections. As a measure of t
presence of well-defined chain-boundary excitations we h
therefore numerically studied̂S1

z& as a function ofb. Two
effects complicate the analysis: Asb→61 the correlation
length rapidly diverges necessitating the use of larger

FIG. 3. The on-site magnetization in theST
z51 state for a 400

site chain withb5
2
3 . The inset shows the same data for half t

chain on a log scale. The asymptotic exponential dependenc
clearly visible.m5100 was used.
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larger system sizes as well as larger values ofm, and sec-
ondly the incommensurate correlations arising beyond
AKLT point. Our results for several different values ofL,m
are shown in Fig. 4. The AKLT point constitutes an appar
maximum in this amplitude with a value of^S1

z&5 2
3. Where

possible, we have performed extrapolations in bothm,L to
obtain results representative of the thermodynamic limit~full
circles in Fig. 4!. The error obtained was smaller than th
symbols except atb51 where the error bar is shown. A
b521 we were not able to perform an extrapolation to t
thermodynamic limit due to the incommensurability effec
The results are consistent with a nonzero value of^S1

z&
throughout the Haldane phase, vanishing as the two crit
points are approached atb561. The extrapolation to the
thermodynamic limit is further complicated due to the fa
that theS5 1

2 objects strongly interact whenL!j, leading to
nontrivial finite-size corrections tôS1

z&. This is shown in the
inset of Fig. 4 wherê S1

z& is plotted as a function ofL for
b5 2

3. A clear minimum occurs at roughly 1–2 times th
estimated correlation length. This minimum occurs for ma
values ofb and is independent ofm. We assume that this
minimum corresponds to a system size separating reg
with strongly and weakly interactingS5 1

2 objects. Hence,
only whenj!L are we able to extrapolate inm andL to the
thermodynamic limit.

Summarizing, we have presented results that show
S5 1

2 chain-boundary excitations occur throughout t
Haldane phase as the biquadratic coupling is varied. Th
excitations are localized at the ends of the chain with a ma
mum in their amplitude of̂ S1

z&5 2
3 occurring at the AKLT

point, b52 1
3. It would be interesting to compare our resu

for ^Si
z&, proportional to the local susceptibility, with NMR

results in addition to the ESR results already available.

We gratefully acknowledge helpful discussions with
Affleck, Th. Jolicœur, and K. Penc and thank IDRIS~Orsay!
for an allocation of CPU time.

is

FIG. 4. The first site magnetization,^S1
z&, as a function ofb

between21,b,1. The asterisks are data for 12 sites, the circ
data forL5100,m5100, and the full circles extrapolations inm,L
to the thermodynamic limit, in this latter case the estimated e
bars were smaller than the symbols shown except atb51 where
the error is shown. The inset shows theL dependence of̂S1

z& for
b5

2
3 calculated withm5100.
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